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 Documenting Care to Medically Underserved Communities: 

A Basic Processing Grant for the Jefferson University Medical School 

Archives and Special Collections Department 
Project Summary 

Purposes and Goals of the Project 

The Jefferson University Medical School Archives and Special Collections Department requests 

$67,300 to hire one professional processing archivist for one year to provide basic processing for 

three collections totaling 400 cubic feet. The purpose of the project is to process and make 

accessible records that document Jefferson University Medical School’s groundbreaking work in 

providing medical care to the Phoenix, Arizona Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender 

(LGBT) community. The goals of the project are to create MARC and machine-readable finding 

aids for three collections and promote their use to a wide audience. 

 

Methods 

The Project Archivist will implement the processing standards set by Mark A. Greene and 

Dennis Meissner in “More Product, Less Process: Revamping Traditional Archival Processing,” 

American Archivist 68 (Fall/Winter 2005): 208-263. Finding aids will be DACS-compliant and 

encoded in EAD. MARC records will be AACR2-compliant. Finding aids and MARC records 

will incorporate LCSH and LCNAF access points. 

 

Summary of Plan of Work for the Grant Period 

The Project Archivist will survey and write a workplan for the largest collection first. The 

Project Director will review the workplan. The Project Archivist will then arrange the collection 

into series, create a MARC record, and draft a DACS-compliant finding aid. The Project 
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Director will review the MARC record and finding aid. A student worker will then be hired. The 

student worker tag and enter MARC/EAD records and label and shelve each box. All of the 

student worker’s work will be supervised and reviewed by the Project Director. The process will 

be repeated for the remaining two collections. Throughout, the Project Director will develop 

publicity materials for each collection. 

 

Products to be completed during the Grant Period 

 400 cubic feet of processed materials 

 MARC records that will be contributed to the Library catalog, OCLC, and WorldCat 

 EAD finding aids that will be published on the Library website and contributed to 

ArchiveGrid 

 Publicity Plan 

 Evaluation Plan 

 Revised processing procedure 

 

Names and Titles of the Project Director and Key Personnel  

Project Director: Linda Grant, Head of Archives 

Project Archivist: To be hired on Basic Processing Grant 

Student Worker: To be hired on Basic Processing Grant 

 

Performance Objectives 

 Three processed collections totaling 400 cubic feet  

 Three MARC records 
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 Three EAD finding aids 

 One Publicity Plan with seven elements: four press releases via Arizona Republic, Getty 

LGBT Center e-Newsletter, Arizona Historical Society Newsletter, and Phoenix Public 

Library e-Newsletter, one advertisement collaboration with the Jefferson University 

Medical School LGBT Student Association, one exhibition on display at entrance of 

Jefferson University Medical School Library, and one community gala held at Jefferson 

University Medical School Library 

 One Evaluation Plan with two elements: one survey to be completed by all who use 

processed collections, and StatCounter.com page visit counter installations on each Web 

page developed as a result of basic processing project 

 Three revised procedures: accessioning, processing, and reappraisal/deaccessioning 

procedures will be revised to promote access, reveal hidden collections, and prevent 

future backlogs 
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Project Narrative 

Project Overview  

 

The Jefferson University Medical School Archives and Special Collections Department requests 

$67,300 to hire one professional processing archivist for one year to provide basic processing for 

three collections totaling 400 cubic feet. The purpose of the project is to process and make 

accessible records that document Jefferson University Medical School’s groundbreaking work in 

providing medical care to the Phoenix, Arizona Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender 

(LGBT) community.  

National Significance: The Getty Center is the oldest LGBT-focused service organization in the 

Southwest region of the United States and the only healthcare provider in the Arizona that 

specifically targets the unique healthcare needs of LGBT communities. Nationally, stigmas 

associated with LGBT persons rendered healthcare providers hesitant to reach out to LGBT 

persons suffering from HIV/AIDS during its epidemical outbreak in the early 1980s. In 1982, 

supported by Jefferson University Medical School, faculty member and activist Eleanor Getty 

founded a health center that provides medical, prevention, and social services for medically 

underserved people living with HIV/AIDS. The Center’s groundbreaking programmatic efforts, 

grounded in its commitment to outreach and activism, have provided a model for 21 LGBT-

focused healthcare organizations nationwide. The proposed project would open a critical piece of 

LGBT history up to the public and increase the nation’s collective understanding of LGBT 

medical services in the United States. 

Methods: The Project Archivist will implement the processing standards set by Greene and 

Meissner in “More Product, Less Process: Revamping Traditional Archival Processing,” 

American Archivist 68 (Fall/Winter 2005): 208-263. Finding aids will be DACS-compliant and 
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encoded in EAD. MARC records will be AACR2-compliant. Finding aids and MARC records 

will incorporate LCSH and LCNAF access points.  

History, Mission, and Goals 

 

Jefferson University Medical School was established in 1967 in Phoenix, AZ. It plans to use the 

next five years, which will culminate in its 50
th
 anniversary, to break through to the list of the top 

20 medical schools in the country. In January 2012, the Library Director proposed that the 

Library start an Archives and Special Collections Department that will support the Medical 

School’s national ambitions. The Dean of the Medical School appointed faculty member Linda 

Grant as Head of Archives in February 2012. Grant is committed to carrying out the 

Department’s responsibility to inspire national recognition of the Medical School by encouraging 

widespread awareness of the groundbreaking work accomplished by the Medical School 

throughout its history. 

The Jefferson University Medical School Archives and Special Collections Department is the 

repository for the records relevant to the research, teaching, community involvement, student 

life, and administrative functions of Jefferson University Medical School. The Department also 

collects, preserves, and makes available physician and medical association records that document 

the medical history of the region. The Department strives to support the legacy and ongoing 

operations of Jefferson University Medical School and encourages use by all who might benefit 

from the collections. 

The Archives and Special Collections Department will process and make nationally available 

records that document the School’s innovative work in providing medical care to the Phoenix 

LGBT community. The Department will work with the Public Relations Office, Alumni Office, 
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and Getty LGBT Health Center to forge outreach plans that will advertise the availability of 

LGBT medical care records at the national level. 

Nature, Scope, and Availability of Holdings 

The Archives and Special Collections Department currently holds over 2,000 cu. ft. of records, 

including the records of former deans, faculty papers, papers from prominent physicians, and 

records of private and community medical associations in Phoenix. 30% of holdings are 

available to researchers. 

Days and Hours of Operation 

The Archives and Special Collections Department is open Monday-Friday 9:00AM-5:00PM.  

Project Goals’ Relationship to Organization’s Goals 

The Archives and Special Collections Department will support the Medical School’s goal to 

increase its national recognition by processing and making available records that highlight the 

School’s innovative establishment of the Getty LGBT Health Center, the oldest LGBT-focused 

service organization in the Southwest region of the United States. The Department’s processing 

efforts will support the writing of a history of Jefferson Medical School. The history will be a 

resource and fundraising tool for the campaign planned for Jefferson Medical School’s 50th 

anniversary. 

Collections that Will Be Processed  

Getty LGBT Health Center, 1982-. Records, 1982-2012. 150 cu. ft. The Records of the Getty 

LGBT Health Center include founding and planning documents, minutes, memoranda, 

correspondence, annual reports, media releases, event programs and invitations, directors’ 

speeches, newsletters, newspaper clippings, banners, posters, photographs, and administrative 

records on governance, policy, and operation pertaining to the development and continuing 
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administration of the Getty LGBT Health Center. Topics documented include HIV/AIDS 

research, LGBT medical care, anti-LGBT violence in the Phoenix area, LGBT sexual education, 

LGBT activism, and outreach to LGBT youth.  

Founded in 1982, the Getty LGBT Health Center is the oldest LGBT-focused service 

organization in the Southwest region of the United States. Its groundbreaking programmatic 

efforts, especially regarding HIV/AIDS care, have provided a model for 21 LGBT-focused 

healthcare organizations nationwide. The Getty Center’s commitment to activism and outreach to 

underserved communities has ensured its resounding success in providing long-term care to 

HIV/AIDS patients and fulfilling the unique healthcare needs of Phoenix’s LGBT communities.  

Eleanor M. Getty, 1938-2010. Papers, 1972-2002. 50 cu. ft. The Eleanor M. Getty Papers 

contain the professional subject files, grant materials, speeches, symposia materials, 

correspondence, reprints, manuscript materials, notes, and photographs pertaining to the career 

of Eleanor M. Getty, Professor of Community Health Sciences at Jefferson University Medical 

School and founder of the Getty LGBT Health Center. Topics documented include Jefferson 

University Medical School, Getty LGBT Health Center, HIV/AIDS research, community health 

services, women’s health, and LGBT sexual education.  

Dr. Eleanor M. Getty served as Head of the Department of Community Health Services at 

Jefferson University Medical School from 1980 to 1985. Getty founded and served as the first 

director of the Getty LGBT Health Center in 1982. She was a well-known LGBT and women’s-

rights activist. Her research, activism, and fame within activist communities have served as the 

backbone of the Getty Center’s success as a national model for LGBT and HIV/AIDS care. 

Dean of Jefferson University Medical School (James H. Young), 1972-1986. Records, 1972-

1986. 200 cu. ft. The Records of the Dean of Jefferson University Medical School (Dr. James H. 
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Young) contain professional subject files, correspondence, committee records and reports, 

administrative records, research records, and speeches pertaining to Young’s tenure as Dean of 

Jefferson University Medical School. Topics documented include Jefferson University Medical 

School and Getty LGBT Health Center. 

Dr. James H. Young served as Dean of Jefferson University Medical School from its 

establishment in 1972 to 1986. His research was focused on the complexities of providing 

healthcare services to underrepresented populations. Young’s support of Dr. Eleanor Getty’s 

endeavor to establish the Getty LGBT Health Center is made apparent in the Dean’s Records, 

especially in his speeches and correspondence with Dr. Eleanor M. Getty (1972-1987).  

Current Demand for Collections 

Current demand for access to the LGBT Medical care collections is high. Even though the 

records are currently unprocessed and unpublicized, approximately five researchers request 

access to them each month.    

Physical Condition of Materials 

Materials in all three collections are in good physical condition. Some series contain newspaper 

clippings that have suffered moderate deterioration.  

Expected Changes in Usage Levels and Increased Public Understanding of LGBT History 

The project will facilitate nationally widespread discovery of the LGBT Medical Care 

collections. The Department expects to receive at least 250 reference requests from students, 

scholars of medical and queer history, medical physicians and researchers, genealogists, and 

LGBT activists regarding these collections per year. The proposed processing project will open a 

critical element of LGBT history up to the public and increase the nation’s collective 

understanding of LGBT medical care in the United States.   
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Planning and Scope of Work 

Evidence of Planning: The Head of Archives attended the Spring 2012 Modern Archives 

Institute to obtain knowledge of modern archival procedures. She then tested processing 

procedures. MPLP processing standards state that one professional archivist can process 400 cu. 

ft. of material per year, or approximately 1.25 cu. ft. per day. Grant was able to process a 10 cu. 

ft. collection in 20 days. Allowing that Grant had a number of other responsibilities to manage, 

the pace at which she processed is logical. Grant will hire a processing archivist whose 

dedication to processing alone will ensure that the project adhere to archival best practices. 

Proposed Accessioning Methodologies: The processing archivist will survey and write a 

workplan for each collection that is to be processed. No accessioning will take place below the 

series level. Maintaining series-level accessioning will ensure the collections are made publicly 

accessible within an acceptable amount of time. Proposed accessioning methodologies will be 

applied to all collections projects in order to facilitate access to hidden collections and prevent 

collections from entering the backlog. 

Proposed Processing Methodologies: The processing archivist will then arrange the collection 

into series. No processing will take place below the series level. No item-level preservation 

techniques will be applied. Maintaining series-level processing will ensure the collections are 

made publicly accessible within an acceptable amount of time. Proposed processing 

methodologies will be applied to all collections projects in order to facilitate access to hidden 

collections and prevent collections from entering the backlog. 

Reappraisal and Deaccessioning Methodologies: As many of the records currently stored in 

the Archives and Special Collections Department space were collected before formal collection 

policies were in place, the Department will apply reappraisal techniques and plan for potential 
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deaccessioning of portions of its holdings. Reappraisal and deaccessioning methodologies will be 

applied to the current backlog to create space for collections that fit collecting policies and 

overall mission of the Department. 

Plans to Describe Materials: The processing archivist will create AACR2-compliant MARC 

records that will be submitted to the Library catalog and OCLC. S/he will also write DACS-

compliant EAD finding aids that will be published on the Library website and submitted to 

ArchiveGrid. MARC records and finding aids will incorporate LCSH and LCNAF access points 

Publicizing the Results: Press releases via local and national news services, exhibitions, and 

advertisement collaborations with local groups and School offices will be incorporated in all 

outreach and marketing endeavors as collections are processed. 

Products 

 400 cubic feet of processed materials 

 MARC records to be contributed to the Library catalog, OCLC, and WorldCat 

 EAD finding aids to be published on the Library website and contributed to ArchiveGrid 

 Publicity Plan 

 Evaluation Plan 

 Revised procedures 

Personnel Skills and Qualifications 

Project Director: Linda Grant, Head of Archives: Linda Grant specializes in the history and 

ethics of medicine. She attended the Spring 2012 Modern Archives Institute presented by the 

National Archives and Records Administration in cooperation with the Library of Congress, 

where she obtained knowledge of modern archival procedures.  
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Project Archivist: To be hired on Basic Processing Grant 

Skills: Knowledge of archival appraisal, processing, preservation, and cataloging procedures; 

familiarity with MPLP; knowledge of archival description practices; excellent organizational and 

oral/written communication skills  

Qualifications: Master's in Library Science (MLS) from an ALA-accredited institution  

Student Worker: To be hired on Basic Processing Grant 

Skills: Excellent organizational and oral/written communication skills 

Qualifications: Current enrollment at Jefferson University Medical School 

Performance Objectives 

 Three processed collections totaling 400 cubic feet  

 Three MARC records 

 Three EAD finding aids 

 One Publicity Plan with seven elements: four press releases via Arizona Republic, Getty 

LGBT Center e-Newsletter, Arizona Historical Society Newsletter, and Phoenix Public 

Library e-Newsletter, one advertisement collaboration with the Medical School LGBT 

Student Association, one exhibition on display at entrance of the Library, and one 

community gala held at the Library 

 One Evaluation Plan with two elements: one survey to be completed by all who use 

processed collections, and StatCounter.com page visit counter installations on each Web 

page developed as a result of basic processing project 

 Three revised procedures: accessioning, processing, and reappraisal/deaccessioning 

procedures will be revised to promote access, reveal hidden collections, and prevent 

future backlogs 
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 Project Director Project Archivist Student Worker 

June‘13 -Announce Project Archivist position   

July ‘13 
-Review Project Archivist applications 

and conduct interviews 

  

Aug ‘13 -Hire Project Archivist for Sept 1, 2013   

Sept ‘13 

-Train Project Archivist 
-Review Dean Young Records workplan 

-Training and orientation 
-Survey Dean Young Records 
-Develop Dean Records workplan 

 

Oct ‘13 

-Meet with Getty LGBT Health Center 

Director to discuss project and its 
advertisement at the Center 

-Begin arranging Dean Records 

into series 

 

Nov ‘13 

-Announce Student Worker position 
-Review Student Worker applications 
and conduct interviews 
-Hire Student Worker for Dec 1, 2013 

-Continue arranging Dean 
Records into series 
-Assist in review of Student 
Worker applications and 
conduction of interviews 

 

Dec ‘13 

-Assist training Student Worker 
-Create Web pages for finding aids with 
Web Development Department.  
-Install StatCounter.com page visit 
counters on MARC and finding aid Web 
pages 

-Train Student Worker 
- Finish arranging Dean Records 
into series 
-Draft Dean Records MARC 
record 

-Training and orientation 
-Tag Dean Records MARC 
record 

Jan ‘14 

-Review and submit Dean Records 

MARC record to local catalog and 
OCLC 
-Review Dean Records EAD finding aid 

-Draft Dean Records EAD finding 

aid 
-Survey LGBT Health Center 
Records 

-Label Dean Records boxes 

-Shelve Dean Records boxes 

Feb ‘14 

-Review LGBT Heath Center Records 
workplan 
-Meet with Jefferson University Medical 
School LGBT Student Association chairs 
to discuss social media advertising  

-Develop Health Center Records 
workplan 
-Begin arranging Health Center 
Records into series 

-Tag Dean Records EAD finding 
aid 

Mar ‘14 

-Publish Dean Records EAD finding aid 
to website 
-Compose press releases announcing 
availability of collections 

-Finish arranging Health Center 
Records into series 
-Draft Health Center Records 
MARC record 

-Tag Health Center Records 
MARC record 

Apr ‘14 

-Review  and submit Health Center 
Records MARC record to local catalog 
and OCLC 

-Review Health Center Records EAD 
finding aid 
-Design exhibit for library entrance 

-Draft Health Center Records 
EAD finding aid 

-Work with Project Director to 
prepare exhibit case at library 
entrance 

May ‘14 
-Review Getty Papers workplan 
-Curate exhibit at library entrance 

-Survey Eleanor Getty Papers 
-Develop Getty Papers workplan 

-Tag Health Center Records 
EAD finding aid 

June ‘14 

-Publish Health Center Records EAD 

finding aid to website 
-Review Getty papers MARC record 
-Reserve space for and begin planning 
September gala 

-Arrange Getty Papers into series 

-Draft Getty Papers MARC 
record 

-Label Heath Center Records 

boxes 
-Shelve Health Center Records 
boxes 
 

July ‘14 

- Review  and submit Getty Papers 
MARC record to local catalog and 
OCLC 
-Review Getty Papers EAD finding aid 

-Draft Getty Papers EAD finding 
aid 
-Being composing narrative 
descriptions of each collection for 

Library website 

-Tag Getty Papers MARC record 
-Label Getty Papers boxes 
-Shelve Getty Papers boxes 

Aug ‘14 

-Submit all three EAD finding aids to 
ArchiveGrid 
-Publish Getty papers EAD finding to 
website 
-Revise accessioning and processing 
policies based on Project Archivist’s 
methods 

-Complete narrative descriptions 
of each collection for Library 
website 
-Review all completed work 

-Tag Getty Papers EAD finding 
aid 
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November 27, 2012 

 

National Historical Publications and Records Commission (NHPRC)  

National Archives and Records Administration 

700 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Room 114 

Washington, DC   20408-0001 

 

To Whom It May Concern: 

 

The Jefferson University Medical School Library is delighted to support the Jefferson University 

Medical School Archives & Special Collections Department’s request for a National Historical 

Publications and Records Commission Basic Processing Grant for the Getty LGBT Health 

Center Processing Project. 

 

The proposed project to process and make accessible records that document Jefferson University 

Medical School’s groundbreaking work in providing medical care to the Phoenix, Arizona 

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender (LGBT) community is of crucial importance to the 

Jefferson University Medical School’s legacy. The completion of this project will fuel the 

writing of a history of Jefferson Medical School that will be a resource and fundraising tool for 

the campaign planned for Jefferson Medical School’s 50th anniversary. For these reasons, the 

Library is confident that the Getty LGBT Health Center Processing Project will benefit the entire 

Jefferson University Medical School community. 

 

The Library intends to utilize any seed money received for the Getty LGBT Health Center 

Processing Project to hire a full-time, professional archivist for the Archives & Special 

Collection Department. The Library wants to demonstrate its commitment to the Department by 

doing all in its power to support it now and into the future. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

Elizabeth Hughes, Library Director 

Jefferson University Medical School Library 

300 Central Avenue 

Phoenix, AZ 85001 

 

 


